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Before Burns Awareness Day 
 
 BBA info-graphics and Children’s Burns Trust 

posters widely distributed to other 
organisations with a request to raise 
awareness on common causes of burn 
injuries, how they can be prevented and 
importance of effective first aid. 

 Burns awareness and first aid 
sessions with mother and baby 
groups—reported in local 
newspaper. 

On Burns Awareness Day 
 

 Display stands in public 
areas of hospital overseen 
by members of the burns 
service (main receptions, 
restaurants) with 
interactive activities, 
quizzes and discussions 

regarding burn hazards and 
first aid treatment.  

 Display stand in local shopping centre. 
Provoked a lot of attention and questions—
Cool, Call, Cover advice cards and fridge 
magnets given out. 

 Rolling PowerPoint presentation in public area 
of hospital with information stand.  Promoting 
the title “Be Burns Aware” every alternate 
slide.   

 Slides displaying Information on top 5 burn 
injuries treated by specialised burn service and 
how to apply optimal first aid and burns 
prevention measures. 

 High factor sunscreen samples and wrist bands 
that change colour when exposed to sunlight 
handed out. 

 Lots of BBA and local service leaflets available 
to take away. 

 Involvement of Avon 
Fire & Rescue 
Service on the 
information stand 
promoting their 
home safety 
checks and 
smoke alarm 
fittings—booking 
appointments for visits. 

 School assembly on burns prevention (by 
relative of burns nurse!) 

 Cake sale next to information stand to attract 
passers-by and raise £247 towards charitable 
ward fund.  

Spreading the Word 
 
 “Message of the Day” on staff 

intranet displayed when staff log into 
computer promoting the information stand and 
cake sale. 

 Follow-up report in Chief Executive’s Friday 
Five Newsletter. 

 Use of hospital communications team and 
social media to promote day.  Using graphics 
supplied by BBA and Children’s Burn Trust. 

 BBA advice and e-posters shared on Twitter 
and Frenchay After Burns Children’s Club 
Facebook pages. 

 Working with local 
media agencies—
interview with local radio 
station and appearance 
on local news TV show. 

 Linking to 
#burnsawareness, 

#beburnsaware, +++ on Twitter. 

 Lots of sharing of Twitter messages by outside 
agencies such of Fire services, Age Cymru, as 
well as hospitals Trusts and Health Boards 
hosting specialised burns services. 

 BBA posters relating to burns and scalds, first 
aid, e-cigarette safety measures, etc displayed 
in high traffic areas in ED, Children’s Unit, 
Burns & Plastics depts., lifts . 

Going forward…… 
 Welsh Centre for Burns has set up a Multi-disciplinary Prevention Committee—developing a timetable 

of regular activities to ensure burn prevention and first aid are promoted throughout the year culminating in 
the National Burn Awareness Day— Need prevention links in each service to develop consistent focus 
across SWUK? 


